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New perspectives for unusual times.

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen,
 
The experts from stilbüro bora.herke.palmisano have travelled the world to capture
the strongest design ideas for Ambiente Trends 23+. The result is one of the most
comprehensive and expressive global showcases of contemporary living. The three
worlds of Ambiente Trends 23+ will be presented in the foyer of Hall 4.1 using
numerous exhibitor products. In addition, Annetta Palmisano from stilbüro
bora.herke.palmisano will give in-depth talks twice daily at the Conzoom Solutions
Academy.
 
The latest styles will soon be in reach as the consumer goods industry �nally meets
up again in person at Ambiente in Frankfurt. You’ll then have the chance to
experience the touch and feel of products – live. In the meantime, you can get a
sneak preview of the coming trends here.
 
We look forward to welcoming you in February.
The Ambiente Team
 
We look forward to seeing you in Frankfurt.
The Ambiente Team

 

TICKETS

https://login.mailingwork.de/email/testPreview/simulateMailingFunction/5682
https://ambiente.messefrankfurt.com/frankfurt/en.html
https://ambiente.messefrankfurt.com/frankfurt/en/programme-events/trends.html
https://visitortickets.messefrankfurt.com/ticket/en/ticket_select.html


 

Ambiente Trends 23+ captured in the Blog.
Would you like to be kept up-to-date with all the latest design and lifestyle news? If
so, check out the Ambiente Blog regularly. Even better – subscribe to the Newsletter.
It’s all about design and styles, famous designers and newcomers. There’s also an
in-depth article about Ambiente Trends 23+ with lots of product examples.

 

READ IT NOW

 

 

Don’t miss a thing.
We’ll let you know as soon as the Event Calender
goes online or if there’s other important news for your
visit. Make sure you’re well prepared.

 

https://ambiente-blog.com/ambiente-trends-2023/
https://ambiente-blog.com/ambiente-trends-2023/
https://www.instagram.com/ambientefair


         

#ambiente23  #ambientefair  #welcomehome

ambiente.messefrankfurt.com  ambiente-blog.com
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